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1. Controversies about Language1. Controversies about Language

Noam Chomsky:  Generative syntax is the essence of language.Noam Chomsky:  Generative syntax is the essence of language.

Roman Jakobson:  Syntax without semantics is meaningless.Roman Jakobson:  Syntax without semantics is meaningless.

Michael Halliday:  Language is social semiotic.Michael Halliday:  Language is social semiotic.

Sydney Lamb:  Knowledge consists of connections in a network.Sydney Lamb:  Knowledge consists of connections in a network.

Richard Montague:  NL semantics is based on formal logic.Richard Montague:  NL semantics is based on formal logic.

Yorick Wilks:  Semantics is fundamental, but informal.Yorick Wilks:  Semantics is fundamental, but informal.

Roger Schank:  Background knowledge is essential.Roger Schank:  Background knowledge is essential.

Fred Jelinek:  Statistics is key to all language processing.Fred Jelinek:  Statistics is key to all language processing.

Variations of these theories have been proposed and implemented Variations of these theories have been proposed and implemented 
in computational systems for over 60 years.in computational systems for over 60 years.

What ideas can evolution and neuroscience contribute?What ideas can evolution and neuroscience contribute?
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Cognitive Complexity

Each level inherits the abilities of all previous levels.

Fish already have complex perception and action.

Mammals have a much larger cerebral cortex.

At every level, cognition relates perception to action.

What is the role of language?
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Foundation for Language 

The human verbal system evolved in an unusually short time.
● The perception-action foundation took 99% of evolutionary time.
● As a result, the human perception, action, emotional, and social patterns  
  remain similar to the chimpanzee and bonobo versions.

Those shared patterns are sufficient to support a protolanguage.
● The great apes can learn and use a subset of human sign language.
● Australopithecus may have had a vocal supplement to sign language.
● Homo habilis and erectus probably had protolanguages that enabled         
  them to teach tool making and other skills to their children.
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Origins of Language

When did early humans begin to use language?

Note the sudden jump in brain size about 2 million years ago:
● Hominins began to walk on two legs around 6 mya.
● But from 6 mya to 3 mya, there was almost no change in brain size.
● Why did that sudden jump occur with Homo habilis?

Deacon (1997):  “Co-evolution of language and the brain.”
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Punctuated Equilibrium

Evolution from Australopithecus to Homo was probably sudden.
● In the fossil record, most species remain static for long periods of time.
● New species evolve much faster in isolated populations.
● A sudden jump “punctuates” the equilibrium. * 

A possible scenario, which may have occurred many times:
A clever Australopithecine female invented a new way of talking.             
She met a young chieftain, who was a great hunter.  Their children          
gave the tribe a competitive advantage, and they conquered some 
neighboring tribes.  But the new culture, which was hard to teach              
to a larger population, was degraded or forgotten.

In a remote area, the new culture could survive and thrive.
● More complex language and tools require a longer time to learn.
● The best students could learn the fastest and teach their siblings.
● As Deacon (1997) said, language and the brain evolved together.
● Likely time frame:  from 3 mya (Australopithecus) to 2.5 mya (Homo). 

* Eldredge & Gould (1972).  Lieberman & Eldredge (2008) Punctuated equilibria. 

http://scholarpedia.org/article/Punctuated_equilibria
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Evolution of Language and Tools

Areas of the cerebral cortex involved in language and tool use: *
● Green areas are active in both.
● Blue areas are highly active in speech, but not tool use.
● Orange areas are highly active in tool use, but not speech.

Language and tool use stimulated the evolution of the brain:
● Australopithecus made crude stone tools about 3.3 mya. **
● Homo habilis (2.5 mya) and Homo erectus (1 mya) made better tools. 

* Stout & Chaminade (2012) Stone tools, language, and the brain in human evolution .
** Lewis & Harmand (2016) An earlier origin for stone tool making. 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Dietrich_Stout/publication/51818100_Stone_Tools_Language_and_the_Brain_in_Human_Evolution/links/00b7d524c29c5b7d37000000.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/303958516_An_earlier_origin_for_stone_tool_making_implications_for_cognitive_evolution_and_the_transition_to_Homo
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Protolanguage

Great apes — chimpanzees, bonobos, gorillas, and orangutans
● Use vocalization at about the same level as monkeys.
● But they use gestures to plan and organize social interactions.
● All four species of apes have learned subsets of human sign language.
● And they can understand a larger subset of human spoken language         
   than they can express with sign language. *

Stages in the evolution of language before Homo habilis:
● Bipedel hominins (before 4 mya) could carry things while walking.
● Vocalization enabled them to communicate while their hands were full.
● Their vocal forms could have become as expressive as their gestures.
● Implication:  Australopithecus may have had an early protolanguage.

Development of child language — and probably protolanguage:
1. Single words, similar to commands by shepherds to their dogs.
2. Two-word phrases, similar to the sign language learned by apes.

3. Simple grammars (short sentences without recursion).

* Stanley I. Greenspan & Stuart G. Shanker (2004) The First Idea. 
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2. Neural Foundations for Language 2. Neural Foundations for Language 

Language is a late development in evolutionary time.

The systems of perception and action were developed millions    
of years before some early hominin began to talk.

People and higher mammals use the mechanisms of perception 
and action as the basis for mental models and reasoning.

Language understanding and generation use those 
mechanisms.

Logic and mathematics are based on abstractions from 
language.

For any notation – natural or artificial – semantics depends on a 
mapping to the world by means of perception and action.
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Symmetry Hypothesis

Some linguists say that language generation and understanding 
perform the same processes, but in reverse order.

This diagram is adapted from a version by Jackendoff (2002).

But neural evidence shows that speech generation and 
understanding depend on different areas of the brain.
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Language Areas in the Left Hemisphere

Broca's area and Wernicke's area are essential for language.

Lesions in Broca’s area disrupt syntax in speech generation.

Lesions in Wernicke’s area disrupt language understanding.

Diagram adapted from Wikipedia.
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A Picture for Diagnosing Aphasia

This is a sample test picture shown to patients with aphasia.

The patients’ descriptions of the scene help diagnose the effects 
of lesions caused by wound, stroke, tumor, or infection.
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Lesions in Broca’s Area

Patients can understand language, they can respond correctly  
to questions and requests, but their speech has no syntax:

The patient B.L. is unable to describe the picture, but he can 
correctly express nouns in short answers to questions:

B.L.:  Wife is dry dishes.  Water down!  Oh boy!  Okay Awright.  Okay …   
Cookie is down... fall, and girl, okay, girl... boy... um...

Examiner:  What is the boy doing?

B.L.:  Cookie is... um... catch

Examiner:  Who is getting the cookies?

B.L.:  Girl, girl

Examiner:  Who is about to fall down?

B.L.:  Boy... fall down!

Patients with Broca’s aphasia also have some impairment in 
understanding complex syntax – especially with verbs.
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Lesions in Wernicke’s Area

Patients have difficulty understanding language, their speech is 
wrong, irrelevant, or nonsensical, but it has syntactic structure.

The patient H.W. is trying to describe the same picture as B.L.:
H.W.:  First of all this is falling down, just about, and is gonna fall down and 
they're both getting something to eat... but the trouble is this is gonna let go 
and they're both gonna fall down... but already then... I can't see well enough 
but I believe that either she or will have some food that's not good for you 
and she's to get some for her too... 

Examiner: That's not real clear.   What do you think she's doing?

H.W.: But, oh, I know.  She's waiting for this!

Examiner: No, I meant right here with her hand, right where you can't figure 
out what she's doing with that hand.

H.W.: Oh, I think she's saying I want two or three, I want one, I think, I think 
so, and so, so she's gonna get this one for sure it's gonna fall down there or 
whatever, she's gonna get that one and, and there...

Note almost no nouns, but many verbs and pronouns.
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Conduction Aphasia

A disruption or break in the neural pathway between the areas.

With Wernicke’s area intact, patients can understand language.

With Broca’s area intact, their speech has fluent syntax.

But the disruption of information transmission causes patients 
to make occasional errors reminiscent of Wernicke’s aphasia.

A German patient, asked to repeat the word Rosenkranz, shows 
their characteristic difficulty in repeating what they hear:

“rosenbrau... rosenbrauch... rosengrau... bro... grosenbrau... grossenlau... 
rosenkranz... kranz... rosenkranz”

Patients can hear what they say and try to correct their errors;  
one patient found an alternate pathway by spelling the word:

“I came into the hospital for some tecs... some secs... some... tesk...             
 T E S... tests.”
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Motor Control Areas for Producing Speech

Broca’s area overlaps Broadmann's areas BA44 and BA45.

BA44 is active in controlling the mouth for speech and eating.

BA45 is active in both spoken and signed languages. *

* Horwitz et al. (2003) Activation of Broca’s area during the production of spoken and signed language.
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3. 3. Action and PerceptionAction and Perception

Frontal lobes control action, process, sequence, and planning:Frontal lobes control action, process, sequence, and planning:
●  Contain the primary projection areas for motor neurons,Contain the primary projection areas for motor neurons,
●  Control reasoning about the contents in all other lobes,Control reasoning about the contents in all other lobes,
●  Use Broca’s area to generate spoken, signed, and written language.Use Broca’s area to generate spoken, signed, and written language.

Occipital lobes recognize and generate visual images:Occipital lobes recognize and generate visual images:
●  Contain the primary projection areas for vision,Contain the primary projection areas for vision,
●  Maintain a panoramic view of the current situation,Maintain a panoramic view of the current situation,
●  Build mental models under the control of the frontal lobes.Build mental models under the control of the frontal lobes.

Temporal lobes recognize sounds and relate them to words:Temporal lobes recognize sounds and relate them to words:
●  Contain the auditory projection areas and Wernicke’s area, Contain the auditory projection areas and Wernicke’s area, 
●  Relate nouns to objects recognized by the sensory areas.Relate nouns to objects recognized by the sensory areas.

  Parietal lobes integrate information from all sources:Parietal lobes integrate information from all sources:
●  Build and store patterns that organize and relate all content.Build and store patterns that organize and relate all content.
●  The patterns are also called frames, maps, or schemata.The patterns are also called frames, maps, or schemata.
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Brain Stem

The cerebral cortex is essential for all 
complex reasoning and language.

The cerebellum learns and controls fine 
tuned, but automatically executed skills.

But the brain stem controls all basic 
functions necessary for maintaining life.

It also integrates all inputs and outputs   
to and from the cerebral cortex.

The superior colliculus integrates vision 
with eye movements and head position.

It also relates vision to the auditory inputs 
processed by the inferior colliculus.

Diagram adapted from Wikipedia, Gray719.png
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The Visual System

Rich connections between the brain stem and the visual cortex.

They relate vision to other sensory and motor modalities.

Even people who are blind from birth use the visual cortex to maintain 
“views” of their body and its relationship to the environment.
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  Cerebellar Agenesis
 

Jonathan Keleher was born without a cerebellum.
● On the right is an MRI scan of the brain of a normal male at age 33. *
● On the left is an MRI scan of JK's brain at the same age.  The black       
  space filled with fluid is where the cerebellum should be.
● As a child, JK’s developmental stages were long delayed.
● After many years of physical therapy, speech therapy, and special       
  education, JK is now a cheerful, friendly, but awkward adult.  
● He is able to hold an office job, but he still has cognitive, emotional,           
  social, and learning deficits.

* See A Man's Incomplete Brain Reveals Cerebellum's Role In Thought And Emotion, NPR.

http://www.communityinclusion.org/staff.php?staff_id=157
http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2015/03/16/392789753/a-man-s-incomplete-brain-reveals-cerebellum-s-role-in-thought-and-emotion
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Autism and the Cerebellum

Patients with with autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) *
● Often have decreased cell counts in the cerebellum.
● May also have impairments in connections of the cerebellum to areas        
  of the cerebral cortex for movement, language, and social interactions.

Jon Keleher was not autistic, but he had some ASD symptoms:
● Late learning to speak and subsequent impairment in language use.
● Flat emotions and shallow social relationships.
● Difficulty in learning by watching others indicates the importance of       
  simulations in the cerebellum for understanding social relations.
● ASD and cerebellar agenesis have very different etiology, but deficits in     
  the cerebellum and the cerebellar loops may lead to similar symptoms.

This evidence shows the importance of the cerebellar links for 
relating imagery to cognition, emotion, and language. **

* D'Mello & Stoodley (2015) Cerebro-cerebellar circuits in autism spectrum disorder.
** A. Crippa et al. (2016) Cortico-cerebellar connectivity in ASD.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4633503/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4763031/pdf/fpsyt-07-00020.pdf
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The Role of the Cerebellum

The cerebellum supports a kind of virtual reality (VR):
● The human cerebellum takes only 10% of the volume of the brain, but it       
  has about 70 billion neurons.  The cerebrum has only 16 billion. *
● It plays a major role in perception, movement, cognition, language,       
  planning, emotion, and social interactions. **
● When projected to the cerebral cortex, the VR may be conscious, but the   
 processes in the cerebellum that generate the VR are not conscious. 

But some cognitive scientists underestimate its importance:
● Jeff Hawkins (2004):  “If you are born without a cerebellum or it’s       
  damaged, you can lead a pretty normal life.”
● But with only 16 billion neurons, the cerebrum can, at best, simulate          
  the VR slowly, inefficiently, and incompletely.
● If the cerebral cortex is compared to the CPU of a computer, the       
  cerebellum plays the role of a GPU (Graphic Processing Unit).
● The tiny number of people who were born without a cerebellum are living  
  the game of life without a high-speed processing unit.

* Suzana Herculano-Houzel (2009, 2012).
** Consensus paper (2014) The cerebellum's role in movement and cognition.

http://europepmc.org/backend/ptpmcrender.fcgi?accid=PMC4089997&blobtype=pdf
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The Need for Computational Power

Imagery and rapid motion require high-speed computation.   
● Fruit bats eat stationary food in daylight hours.
● Insect-eating bats catch flying food in the dark.

The role of the cerebellum in bats, birds, and dolphins:
● The lobes of the cerebellum of both kinds of bats have similarities  
  to the lobes of birds, because they fly in 3-dimensional space.
● The lobes of the cerebellum of dolphins also have similarities to     
  the lobes of birds, because dolphins swim in 3-D space.
● The auditory lobes of the cerebellum for dolphins and the insect-    
  eating bats have similarities because they both use echolocation.
● The greater sensory complexity for insect-eating bats is correlated 
  with a relatively larger cerebellum.

The cerebellum supports a virtual reality of the mind.
● It processes 3-D sensory-motor data for perception and action.
● It has direct connections to and from the occipital lobes.
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Mathematics and the Cerebellum

The cerebellum is active in mathematical reasoning.
● Neuroscientists had thought it was dedicated to controlling movement.
● But fMRI scans show that it’s active when people are doing math.

It’s even active for the most abstract branches of mathematics:
● Early studies showed that the cerebellum is active in arithmetic. *
● But it’s active in expert reasoning in every branch of mathematics.

Comparison of mathematicians and non-mathematicians: **
● Subjects:  Experts in algebra, analysis, geometry, or topology.
● Controls:  Same academic standing, but mathematically naive. 
● During an fMRI scan, they classified sentences as meaningful or       
  meaningless.  If meaningful, they also responded true or false.
● For sentences about math, the cerebellum was active for mathematicans, 
  but not for the non-mathematicians.
● This confirms introspective reports by mathematicians.  (See next slide).

* S. Feng et al. (2008) The cerebellum connectivity in mathematics cognition.  
** M. Almaric & S. Dehaene (2016) Brain networks for advanced mathematics.

http://bmcneurosci.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1471-2202-9-S1-P155
http://www.pnas.org/content/113/18/4909.full
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Mathematics and Imagery

Paul Halmos, mathematician: 
“Mathematics — this may surprise or shock some — is never deductive in its 
creation.  The mathematician at work makes vague guesses, visualizes broad 
generalizations, and jumps to unwarranted conclusions.  He arranges and 
rearranges his ideas, and becomes convinced of their truth long before he 
can write down a logical proof...  the deductive stage, writing the results 
down, and writing its rigorous proof are relatively trivial once the real insight 
arrives;  it is more the draftsman’s work not the architect’s.”  *

Albert Einstein, physicist: 
“The words or the language, as they are written or spoken, do not seem to 
play any role in my mechanism of thought.  The psychical entities which 
seem to serve as elements in thought are certain signs and more or less clear 
images which can be voluntarily reproduced and combined...  The above-
mentioned elements are, in my case, of visual and some of muscular type. 
Conventional words or other signs have to be sought for laboriously only in  
a secondary stage, when the mentioned associative play is sufficiently 
established and can be reproduced at will.”  **

* Halmos (1968).   ** Quoted by Hadamard (1945).  See also Lakoff & Núñez (2000).
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American Sign Language

The order of signs in ASL is similar to English word order.

But many syntactic features are absent; others use 3-D space.

Diagram adapted from Lou Fant (1983) The American Sign Language Phrase Book.
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Spoken and Signed Language

The same neural mechanisms are used to produce and interpret 
spoken and signed languages.  (Petitto 2005)

Studies of bilingual infants of parents with different languages:
● All pairs of four languages:  English, French, American Sign            
  Language (ASL), and Langue des Signes Québécoise (LSQ). 
● Monolingual and bilingual babies go through the same stages and  
  at the same ages for both spoken and signed languages.
● Hearing babies born to profoundly deaf parents babble with their    
  hands, but not vocally.
● Babies bilingual in a spoken and a signed language babble in both 
  modalities – vocally and with their hands.
● And they express themselves with equal fluency in their spoken      
  and signed language at every stage of development.
● Petitto's conclusion:  Any hypothesis about a Language                  
  Acquisition Device (LAD) must be independent of modality.  
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Spatio-Temporal Syntax

Signed and spoken languages have a time-ordered sequence. 

But signed languages can also take advantage of 3-D space:
● For anything visible, pointing serves the role of pronouns.
● But references to people and things that left the scene are also             
  possible by pointing to where they had been.
● The signer can also introduce new people and things, place them         
  in fixed locations in the air, and refer to them by pointing.
● For spatial relations, signing is more “natural” than spoken language.

Observation:  The index finger is the most natural indexical.

Questions:
● Must a language of thought include geometry of the environment?
● If so, should it still be called a “language” of thought?
● A better term might be “cognitive map” or “mental model.”
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Specialized Areas of the Brain

The entire brain is active in language processing:
● Nouns and adjectives are represented in the temporal lobe.
● Frames, maps, and semantic schemata are in the parietal lobe.
● Verb patterns are in BA47, close to Broca's area and the motor areas.
● The frontal lobes, which are dedicated to action, control reasoning.



Long-Distance Connections

Most neurons have short
links to nearby neurons.

But others make long-
distance connections
from one lobe to another.

This diagram shows 
connections among areas  
of the brain involved in
language. *

The colors of the boxes
correspond to the colors  
of the brain areas in the
previous slide.

Patterns can be learned      
and recognized in one area.
But cognition links diverse
areas across the brain.

* Diagram adapted from MacNeilage (2008).
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Arcuate Fasciculus

The arcuate fasciculus is a bundle of fibers that connect 
Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area in the human brain.

It has branches that link to verb patterns (BA47), cognitive 
maps in the parietal lobe, and nouns in the temporal lobe.

Diagram adapted from Lamb (2011).
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Interconnections Between Areas

Auditory input goes to the primary auditory cortex and then to 
Wernicke’s area, which is close to all the sensory areas.

Broca’s area is connected to Wernicke’s area, but it is closer to 
the motor areas, especially for the face and vocalization.
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Wernicke-Geschwind Model

Norman Geschwind's updates to Wernicke's hypotheses:
● Wernicke’s area is key to semantic interpretation.
● Input from the primary auditory cortex goes directly to Wernicke’s area.
● That area is closely connected to all the sensory areas.
● It relates words and patterns of words to percepts and mental models.

Broca’s area is key to syntactically correct language generation:
● Directly connected to the motor mechanisms for speech.
● Formats output from Wernicke’s area in language generation.
● Verifies and interprets syntactic details in language understanding.

Reading provides an alternative to speech input:
● Written or printed words are interpreted in the visual cortex.
● The stream of words is sent to Wernicke’s area for understanding. 
● The interpreted forms are sent to Broca’s area for speech generation.
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Updates to W-G Model by Damasio

Many more areas of the brain are involved in language:
● Various syntactic and semantic categories are handled by different areas.
● Right hemisphere is essential for emotional understanding and                   
  expression, especially for intonation and emphasis.
● And processing is far more complex than a simple sequential flow.
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Neurocognitive Network for the Word 'fork'

Network of locations in the LH (adapted from Lamb, 2011):
● C:     Concept of a fork in the parietal lobe has links to all other areas.
● V:      Visual recognition in the temporal lobe links to the visual cortex.
● T:      Tactile feel of a fork in the sensory area of the parietal lobe.
● M:     Motor schemata for manipulating a fork in the frontal lobe.
● PR:   Phonology for recognizing the word 'fork' in Wernicke’s area.
● PA:   Phonology for the sound /fork/ in the primary auditory cortex.
● PP:   Controls for producing the sound of /fork/ in Broca’s area.
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Neurocognitive Networks

Linguistic, psycholinguistic, and neural evidence:
● Discrete, but interrelated phonemes and morphemes imply graphs.
● Neural connections that can be made, broken, strengthened, weakened,    
 or inhibited imply graphs with weighted links.
● Brain scans show multiple, distributed, parallel processes.
● But brain lesions, probes, and scans indicate localized functions.

Neurocognitive networks by Sydney Lamb (1999, 2010):
● All nodes have direct or indirect links to sensorimotor locations.
● Knowledge is stored and processed in pure network form – no symbols.
● Harrison (2000) implemented Lamb’s hypothesis in the PureNet system.
● The PureNet simulations showed interesting, but inconclusive results.

Lamb’s hypothesis is useful, but other mechanisms are needed:
● Neurons and networks of neurons are highly localized.
● But the brain has fail-soft mechanisms with distributed memories.
● Perception and behavior are organized in patterns of various sizes.
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Meaning in a Network 

How can a network of links define the words of a language?
● The network is not based on a “code” defined by rules or axioms.
● It just links patterns of nodes to other patterns of nodes.
● Nodes may link to anything:  images, sounds, feelings, muscles...

Lamb’s principles of categorization: *
1. No small set of defining features (except for detailed topics).

2. Fuzzy boundaries (except in formal specifications).

3. Prototypical members and peripheral members.

4. A complex hierarchy of categories and subcategories.

5. Categories are in the mind, not in the world.

6. Categories and their members vary from one language or      
    cultural system to another.

7. Categories influence thinking, in both appropriate and      
    inappropriate ways.

* Adapted from slide 85 of http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~lngbrain/categories.ppt 

http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~lngbrain/categories.ppt
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Corpus Callosum

A thick bundle of fibers that connect the left and right hemispheres.

Each area of LH has a direct connection to its mirror image in RH.

The connections relate and integrate operations in both hemispheres.

Diagram from Wikipedia, Gray720.png
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4. From Perception to Cognition

Minsky:  Cognition as a diversity of interacting processes. 
“What magical trick makes us intelligent?  The trick is that there is    
no trick.  The power of intelligence stems from our vast diversity,        
not from any single, perfect principle.  Our species has evolved 
many effective although imperfect methods, and each of us 
individually develops more on our own.  Eventually, very few of our 
actions and decisions come to depend on any single mechanism.  
Instead, they  emerge from conflicts and negotiations among 
societies of processes that constantly challenge one another.”  *

Barsalou:  Cognition as a coordinated system of systems.
Cognition “emerges from deep dependencies between all the basic 
systems in the brain, including goal management, perception, action, 
memory, reward, affect, and learning.  We also believe that human 
cognition greatly reflects its social evolution and context.”  **

* Marvin Minsky (1986) The Society of Mind, New York: Simon & Schuster.

** L. W. Barsalou, C. Breazeal, & L. B. Smith (2007) Cognition as coordinated
non-cognition, http://barsaloulab.org/Online_Articles/pdf

http://barsaloulab.org/Online_Articles/2007-Barsalou_Breazeal_Smith-Cog_Proc-coordinated_noncognition.pdf
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Cognitive Learning

The areas of the cerebral 
cortex are highly specialized. 

A study with fMRI scans 
showed which areas are 
active at various stages       
of learning. *

14 participants studied how four devices work:  bathroom scale, 
fire extinguisher, automobile braking system, and trumpet.

Cognitive learning is much deeper than deep neural nets:
1.  Occipital lobes are active in recognizing shapes and patterns.
2.  Parietal lobes become active in learning mechanical structures.
3.  All lobes become active as participants are “generating causal       
     hypotheses” about how the system works.
4.  Finally, the frontal lobes anticipate “how a person (probably oneself)       
     would interact with the system.”

* R. A. Mason & M. A. Just (2015) http://medicalxpress.com/news/2015-03-science-brain.html

http://medicalxpress.com/news/2015-03-science-brain.html
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Perceptual and Cognitive Learning

14 participants studied how four devices work:  bathroom scale, 
fire extinguisher, disc brake system, and trumpet. *

● Subjects:  college students who were not science or engineering majors.
● They had multiple training sessions with each of the four devices.
● During test sessions, an fMRI scanner recorded patterns of brain activity.
● An early training session just showed pictures and named the parts:       
  A bathroom scale consists of a spring, a lever, a ratchet, and a dial.  
● Later sessions explained structural and causal relations:  The spring       
   pulls a ratchet which rotates a gear attached to a measurement dial.

* R. A. Mason & M. A. Just (2015) Physics instruction induces changes in neural representation.  

https://works.bepress.com/marcel_just_cmu/93/download/
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Cognitive Learning

Neural activity in the right hemisphere during test sessions:
● All 14 students showed similar neural activations.
● Questions about the objects and parts activated the visual cortex, the 

occipital lobes in the back of the brain (fMRI image #1 above).
● Questions about structural relations activated the parietal lobes, which 

link vision to all sensory and motor regions (image #2).
● Questions about the causal effects of someone operating the system 

activated the frontal lobes and connections across the brain (image #3).
● Summary:  Cognitive learning involves structural and causal relations 

that link and coordinate perception, action, and reasoning.
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Peirce’s Trichotomies

While studying Kant, Peirce analyzed the patterns of triads in 
Kant’s table of 12 categories (4 x 3).

He discovered metalevel patterns underlying those categories:
● First:  Quality expressible by a monadic predicate.
● Second:  Reaction expressible by a dyadic relation.
● Third:  Mediation that relates a first and a second.

Basic trichotomy:  Some observable Mark (1) may be interpreted 
as a Token (2) of some Type (3). *

● The phaneron:  “whatever is throughout its entirety open to direct   
 observation” (Peirce, MS 337, 1904). 
● It’s a continuum of possible marks prior to any interpretation.
● Peirce compared phaneroscopy to the work of artists who can      
  draw marks as seen before any interpretation.
● That talent enables artists to imagine what people will see and feel 
  as they walk through buildings that have not yet been built.

* See Signs and Reality (Sowa 2015) for examples and discussion of Peirce’s categories.

http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/signs.pdf
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Intentionality

Without life, there is no meaning in the universe.
● Philosopher Franz Brentano:  Intentionality is “the directedness of             
 thought toward some object, real or imagined.”
● Biologist Lynn Margulis:  “The growth, reproduction, and communication 
  of  these moving, alliance-forming bacteria become isomorphic with our      
  thought, with our happiness, our sensitivities and stimulations.” *
● A bacterium swimming upstream in a glucose gradient marks the            
  beginning of goal-directed intentionality.

In Peirce’s categories, intentionality is a mediating Third.
● It’s the reason why some mind or quasi-mind directs attention toward    
  some mark, which it interprets as a token of some type.
● Some interpretation by some agent makes some mark (an aspect of the 
  universe) meaningful in some way for that agent.
● All laws, communications, explanations, value judgments, and social      
 relations depend on the intentions of some agent.

* Margulis (1995) Gaia is a tough bitch, http://edge.org/documents/ThirdCulture/n-Ch.7.html

   

  

http://edge.org/documents/ThirdCulture/n-Ch.7.html
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Monads, Dyads, and Triads in the Brain

Neural correlates of Peirce’s First, Second, and Third:
● Perception is based on localized percepts or prototypes.  It classifies 

phenomena by monadic predicates (fMRI image #1).
● Long-distance connections in the parietal lobes support dyadic relations 

that connect all sensory and motor modalities (image #2).
● The frontal lobes process the mediating triadic relations in reasoning, 

planning, causality, and intentionality (image #3).
● Much more detail must be analyzed and explained, but these examples 

suggest promising directions for future R & D.
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4. Language Understanding4. Language Understanding

Meaning is based on each personMeaning is based on each person’’s needs, desires, and ways s needs, desires, and ways 
of living and communicating with other people.of living and communicating with other people.

Language evolved as an integral part of social activity:Language evolved as an integral part of social activity:
●  Perception and action map mental models to and from the world. Perception and action map mental models to and from the world. 
●  Verbs express actions and states in those models.Verbs express actions and states in those models.
●  Nouns represent participants in the actions and states.Nouns represent participants in the actions and states.
●  Prepositions link structural and dynamic aspects.Prepositions link structural and dynamic aspects.
●  Adjectives and adverbs qualify the nouns and verbs.Adjectives and adverbs qualify the nouns and verbs.
●  Syntactic structures map to Syntactic structures map to anyany imaginable patterns and processes     imaginable patterns and processes    
  among any kinds of people, places, things, and events.  among any kinds of people, places, things, and events.

LH methods process the fine details.LH methods process the fine details.

RH methods see, feel, and interpret the big picture.RH methods see, feel, and interpret the big picture.

Full understanding must integrate all the aspects.Full understanding must integrate all the aspects.



  

Right Brain and Left Brain

Both hemispheres work together, but there are differences:
● Left hemisphere controls the right side of the body.
● Right hemisphere controls the left side of the body.
● Most language specializations are in the left hemisphere.
● But there are some differences in left-handed people.

Specializations of right and left hemispheres:
● RH is better at coarse encodings that respond to a wide range of inputs. 
● LH is better at fine-grained encodings needed for precise distinctions.
● Analogies and metaphors in RH; precise distinctions in LH.
● Emotion in RH; language, logic, and computation in LH.
● For music:  rhythm in RH; melody in LH.
● For speech:  intonation and emphasis in RH; syntax in LH.
● For tools:  power in RH; precision control in LH.

But the brain is highly adaptable, especially in children.  Lesions 
on one side can be partially compensated by the other.
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Role of Right Hemisphere in Language

Aspects for which RH is more active than LH:
● Recognizing synonyms.
● Distinguishing members of the same category:  table, bed, sofa. 
● Distinguishing polysemy:  foot as body part vs. foot as unit of measure.
● Recognizing metaphors.
● Recognizing multiple interpretations.

In Japanese subjects,
● RH is better at reading kanji (Chinese characters).
● LH is better at reading kana (syllabic symbols). 

Coarse grained vs. fine-grained encoding:
● RH is better at coarse encodings that respond to a wide range of inputs. 
● LH is better at fine-grained encodings needed for precise distinctions.
● Fine coding is necessary for phonology, morphology, and mathematics.

But RH can partially compensate for some lesions in LH.
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Mental Maps, Images, and Models 

Observation by the neuroscientist Antonio Damasio (2010):
“The distinctive feature of brains such as the one we own is their 
uncanny ability to create maps...  But when brains make maps, they  
are also creating images, the main currency of our minds.  Ultimately 
consciousness allows us to experience maps as images, to  
manipulate those images, and to apply reasoning to them.”

Maps and images form mental models of the real world or the 
imaginary worlds of our hopes, fears, plans, and desires.

Language is generated and interpreted in terms of the maps.

They provide a “model theoretic” semantics for language that 
uses perception and action for testing models against reality.

Like Tarski's models, they determine truth, but they are flexible, 
dynamic, and situated in the daily drama of life.
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Reasoning

Based on the same kinds of pattern matching as perception:
● Associative access by matching images and patterns.
● Approximate matches for analogies and metaphors in RH.
● Precise, detailed pattern matching in LH.

Analogies support informal case-based reasoning:
● Long-term memory can store large numbers of previous experiences.
● Any new case can be matched to similar cases in LTM.
● Close matches suggest likely outcomes or features of the new case. 

Logic is based on a disciplined application of analogy:
● Induction:  Generalize multiple cases to create rules or axioms.
● Deduction:  Match (unify) a new case with part of some rule or axiom.
● Abduction:  Form a hypothesis based on aspects of similar cases.

RH processes the big picture.  LH processes the details.
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Child Reasoning

A mother talking with her son, about three years old: *
Mother:  Which of your animal friends will come to school today?
Son:  Big Bunny, because Bear and Platypus are eating. 

The mother looks in his room, where the stuffed bear and the 
platypus are sitting in a chair and “eating”.

The boy built a physical model that reflects his mental model, 
which is the semantic basis for his language and reasoning:

● The bear and the platypus are eating.
● Eating and going to school cannot be done at the same time.
● Big Bunny isn’t doing anything else.
● Therefore, Big Bunny is available.

This reasoning is logical, but it doesn’t use formal logic. 

* Reported by the psychologist Gary Marcus, in an interview with Will Knight (2015) 
http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/544606/can-this-man-make-ai-more-human/#comments 

http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/544606/can-this-man-make-ai-more-human/#comments
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Relating Models to the World

Engineers:  “All models are wrong, but some are useful.”
● Symbolic models can be clear, sharp, and precise.
● But the world is continuous, disordered, and fuzzy.  

Natural languages are flexible.  They can adapt to anything.
● They can be as vague or precise as the situation requires.
● Lord Kelvin:  “Better a rough answer to the right question,   
  than an exact answer to the wrong one.”



  

Situated Cognition

Neural and psychological research by Lawrence Barsalou:
● Mental activity is the re-enactment of perceptual, motor and introspective 
  states acquired during experience.
● Unconscious re-enactments occur during memory and reasoning.
● Conscious re-enactments are usually called mental imagery.

Cognition is grounded in perception, action, and internal states.
● Simulations can re-enact the social interactions in situations.
● Situated conceptualizations can also stimulate the emotional states.

Mirror neurons promote learning and social understanding:
● The neurons used in performing an action are also activated in seeing       
  another person perform the same action.
● Simulations in motor and emotional systems are critical to empathy,          
  social understanding, and successful cooperation.

See http://www.psychology.emory.edu/cognition/barsalou/onlinepapers.html 

http://www.psychology.emory.edu/cognition/barsalou/onlinepapers.html
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Feelings and Emotions

Damasio and Carvalho (2013),
● “Feelings are mental experiences of body states.”
● “They signify physiological need, tissue injury, optimal function,            
   threats to the organism, or specific social interactions.”
● “Feelings constitute a crucial component of the mechanisms of life       
   regulation, from simple to complex.”
● “Their neural substrates can be found at all levels of the nervous        
   system, from individual neurons to subcortical nuclei and cortical        
   regions.”

Damasio (2014), *
● “I’m ready to give the very teeny brain of an insect – provided it has      
   the possibility of representing its body states – the possibility of           
   having feelings.”
● “Of course, what flies don’t have is all the intellect around those            
   feelings that could make use of them:  to found a religious order,          
   or develop an art form, or write a poem.”

* Interview,  http://www.technologyreview.com/qa/528151/the-importance-of-feelings/ 

http://www.technologyreview.com/qa/528151/the-importance-of-feelings/


The Role of Empathy

Observation by the linguist Zellig Harris:
“We understand what other people say through empathy –  imagining   
ourselves to be in the situation they were in, including imaging wanting 
to say what they wanted to say.”

That sentence shows a deeper understanding of language than 
anything that his star pupil, Noam Chomsky, ever wrote. 

Subsets of language that map to formal logics are essential for 
mathematical precision in science and engineering.

Baby talk is a dialect that mothers develop through empathy 
with their babies.  People also develop special dialects through 
empathy with their pets and other animals.

In fact, communication among all higher animals is based on 
sounds or signs learned through empathy. 

Observation:  Robots will never fully understand human 
language unless and until they develop empathy with humans.
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5. Discrete and Continuous

Words are discrete, and patterns of words are discrete.

But the world is a continuum, and so are mental models.

Questions:
● How can patterns of discrete words represent a continuum?
● How can discrete verbs represent continuous change?
● A two-year-old child quickly learns to relate language to      
 perception and action.  How could a computer do as well?
● How could a computer distinguish the forest (broad patterns)    
  from the trees (details of logic and syntax)?
● How could it relate the patterns and the details?
● How could it learn as quickly and accurately as a child?
● How could it relate intonation, context, and discourse features   
  to the goals and interests of other people in a conversation? 
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Discrete and Continuous Methods

Trees and graphs represent discrete structures:
● Rule-based parsers analyze sentences in trees and graphs.
● Statistical parsers construct similar trees and graphs.
● Logic and ontology are represented in discrete symbols that are           
  combined and processed in strings, trees, and graphs.

These methods simulate discrete operations in the LH.

Some computational methods use continuous mathematics:
● Vector-space methods, including Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). 
● Continuous measures of semantic distance, fuzziness, etc.
● Neural networks with continuous weights on the nodes and arcs.

Continuous methods simulate global operations in the RH.

Requirement: Methods that relate LH and RH processes.
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Dependency Grammar

Theory and notation developed by Lucien Tesnière (1959).

An epigram written by Voltaire and analyzed by Tesnière:

L'autre jour, au fond d'un vallon, un serpent piqua Jean Fréron.
Que pensez-vous qu'il arriva?  Ce fut le serpent qui creva. *

The verb is the focus of the clause.  Nouns are participants 
(actants).  Prepositions show circumstances (circonstants).

* The other day, at the bottom of a valley, a snake stung Jean Fréron.                                                  
   What do you think happened?   It was the snake that died.
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“A Moving Picture of Thought”

A brilliant discovery by Charles Sanders Peirce:
● In 1885, Peirce published the algebraic notation for predicate calculus.
● In 1897, he invented existential graphs (EGs) as an equivalent notation.
● EG logic has no variables or complex substitutions and transformations.
● Peirce claimed that EG rules generate “a moving picture of thought.” 
● The psychologist Philip Johnson-Laird (2002) agreed:  EGs with Peirce’s   
  rules of inference are a good candidate for a psychological theory.

EG extensions to Sydney Lamb’s neurocognitive networks:
● A mechanism for treating any graph or subgraph as a single chunk.
● Inhibitory links for negating any chunk.
● Graphs with negated chunks can represent full first-order logic.

Mechanisms for supporting Peirce’s rules of inference:
● Analogies for matching graphs and subgraphs.
● Mechanism for inserting, erasing, or inhibiting links and chunks.
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EGs With Negation Represent Full FOL
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From EG to CG

Conceptual graphs add more features to the EG foundation:
● More symbols for Boolean operators and quantifiers.
● Point of quantification expressed by a concept box instead of a line.
● Concept box has a type field and a referent field, as in [Cat: Yojo].
● Types are represented by monadic relations or lambda expressions.
● Referent field may have names, indexicals, or generalized quantifiers.

A default ontology designed for mapping to and from NLs:
● Thematic roles or case relations used in linguistics.
● Context boxes for propositions and situations.
● Temporal, modal, causal, and intentional relations.  

Operations adapted from various linguistic theories.
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Canonical Graphs

A canonical graph is a conceptual graph that represents a pattern 
or schema that is typical for a given concept type.

Canonical graphs for the concept types Give, Easy, and Eager.

Canonical graphs encode typical patterns associated with each 
concept or relation type.

They can be linked to the default or expected knowledge relevant  
to subjects described by those concepts. 

Canonical graphs for verbs specify the case relations or thematic roles and the constraints on 
concept types.   See the IBM-CSLI verb ontology, http://lingo.stanford.edu/vso/  

http://lingo.stanford.edu/vso/
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Mapping a Text to a CG 

A very short story:

At 10:17 UTC, Yojo the cat and a mouse were in the basement        
of a house.  Yojo chased the mouse.  He caught the mouse.             
He ate the head of the mouse.

Context-free translation:
● Translate each phrase of each sentence without considering the context.
● Leave some types and relations underspecified.
● Mark unresolved indexicals with the symbol #.   

As more information becomes available from the context,
● Replace indexical markers with coreference labels.
● Specialize (or correct) the type labels on concepts and relations.   

CG contexts are isomorphic to the contexts of Discourse 
Representation Theory.   DRT methods can be applied to CGs.
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CG with Indexical Markers

The symbol # marks a concept with an unresolved indexical.

Each # marker must be replaced with a coreference label.
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CG with Indexicals Resolved

Symbols *x and *y are defining labels; ?x and ?y are bound labels.

In the pure graph notation, coreference is shown by lines.
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6. Cognitive Cycle

All learning, from simple habits to scientific research, is based 
on patterns of perception and purposeful action.

By trial and error, people revise and extend their beliefs to make 
better predictions about the world, society, and themselves:

● Observations generate low-level facts.
● Induction derives general axioms from multiple facts.
● A mixture of facts and axioms is an unstructured knowledge soup.
● Abduction selects facts and axioms to form a hypothesis (theory).
● Analogies may relabel a theory of one topic and apply it to another.
● Deductions from a theory generate predictions.
● Actions test the predictions against reality.
● Effects of the actions lead to new observations.
● Frequently used perception-action patterns become habits —                
 overlearned responses that are computed by the cerebellum.

Cycles within cycles may be traversed at any speed — from 
milliseconds to hours to research projects that take years.
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Observing, Learning, Reasoning, Acting

The logic of pragmatism by Charles Sanders Peirce.
Similar cycles occur in science and everyday life.
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Knowledge Soup

A heterogeneous, loosely linked mixture: *
● Fluid, lumpy, and dynamically changing.
● Many lumps are or can be structured in a computable form.
● But they may be inconsistent or incompatible with one another.

In anybody’s head, knowledge soup is
● The totality of everything in the brain, including the cerebellum,         
  the brain stem, and all signals from and about the body.

In the WWW, knowledge soup is 
● The totality of everything people downloaded from their heads,          
  recorded automatically, or derived by any computable method.

Linked Open Data is useful for finding and classifying anything 
in the soup – whether loose items or structured lumps.

But understanding the contents of the LOD poses the same 
challenge as understanding natural language.

* Sowa (2004) The challenge of knowledge soup.

http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/challenge.pdf
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Language is Central to Human Learning

People use language to express every aspect of life.

The cognitive cycle integrates linguistic and nonlinguistic data:
● New data (experiences) accumulate from observations in life.
● Statistical methods are useful for finding generalizations.
● But those generalizations must be integrated with previous knowledge.
● Routine abduction may use statistics to select patterns from the soup.
● But creative abduction is necessary to invent new patterns.
● Belief revision integrates various patterns into larger, better structured      
 patterns called hypotheses or theories.
● Deduction generates predictions from the theories.
● Actions in and on the world test the predictions.
● New observations provide supervision (rewards and punishments). 

Language is essential for expressing novel patterns and for 
learning the novel patterns discovered by other people.
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Boyd’s OODA Loop 

John Boyd drew a four-step diagram for training    
fighter pilots to observe and respond rapidly.

The first two steps – Observe and Orient –  involve      
the occipital, parietal, and temporal lobes.

The next two steps – Decide and Act – involve the    
frontal lobes for reasoning and motor control.

The four steps and the associated brain areas:

1. Observe:  Visual input goes to the primary visual cortex (occipital lobes),       
    but object recognition and naming involve the temporal lobes.

2. Orient:  Parietal lobes relate vision, touch, and sound in “cognitive maps.”

3. Decide:  Reasoning is under the control of the frontal lobes, but other             
   areas store the “knowledge soup” and the “mental models.”

4. Act:  “Action schemata” are patterns in the premotor cortex of the                   
    frontal lobes.  Signals from the motor cortex go to the muscles.

In emergencies, each step must be traversed in milliseconds.

The fastest responses are controlled by the VR in the cerebellum.



 

Implementing the Cycles

An open-ended variety of methods for learning and reasoning.
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7. VivoMind Cognitive Architecture

Conceptual graphs (CGs) for representation and reasoning:
● Natural languages, logics, and any kind of formal or informal patterns.

VivoMind Analogy Engine:
● Encode any graph in a numeric Cognitive Signature.  
● Store graphs in a high-volume, high-speed Cognitive Memory.
● Find exact and approximate matches in logarithmic time.

VivoMind Language Processor:
● Society of distributed, heterogeneous agents operating in parallel..
● Link grammar for translating natural languages to CGs.
● VAE to access background knowledge for interpreting NLs.
● Supports both case-based reasoning and more structured reasoning.

The design was influenced by theories in mathematics and  
every branch of cognitive science:  philosophy, psychology, 
linguistics, AI, neuroscience, and anthropology.
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Cognitive Memory (CM)

CM is an associative memory for reasoning by analogy. *
● Associative storage and retrieval of graphs in log(N) time.
● Precise pattern matching (unification) for logic and mathematics.
● Approximate pattern matching for analogies and metaphors.

Formal reasoning is based on a disciplined use of analogy:
● Induction:  Generalize multiple cases to create rules or axioms.
● Deduction:  Match (unify) part of a new case with some rule or axiom.
● Abduction:  Form a hypothesis based on aspects of similar cases.

Informal analogies support more general cognitive reasoning:
● CM can store large volumes of previous knowledge and experience.
● Any new case can be matched to similar cases in long-term memory.
● Close matches are ranked by a measure of semantic distance.

* Survey of CM and applications:  http://jfsowa.com/talks/cogmem.pdf 

http://jfsowa.com/talks/cogmem.pdf
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Cognitive Memory 

High-speed associative memory for all applications
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Finding Analogies

The basis for human reasoning and language understanding.

Logic is a disciplined special case of analogical reasoning:
● Essential for precise reasoning in mathematics and science.
● Important for precision in any field.
● But even in math and  science, analogy is necessary for knowledge    
  discovery and innovation.

Conceptual graphs support logical and analogical methods:
● They are defined by the ISO/IEC standard 24707 for Common Logic.
● But they also support approximate methods for finding analogies.
● They provide a bridge between informal language and formal logic.

Graph searching can find analogies in N³ time, where N is the 
number of nodes.

But Cognitive Memory applied to CGs can find exact matches 
and approximate  analogies in (N log N) time.
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Reasoning

Based on the same kinds of pattern matching as perception:
● Associative access by matching images and patterns.
● Approximate matches for analogies and metaphors in RH.
● Precise, detailed pattern matches in LH.

Analogies support informal case-based reasoning:
● Long-term memory can store large numbers of previous experiences.
● Any new case can be matched to similar cases in LTM.
● Close matches suggest likely outcomes or features of the new case. 

Logic is based on a disciplined application of analogy:
● Induction:  Generalize multiple cases to create rules or axioms.
● Deduction:  Match (unify) a new case with part of some rule or axiom.
● Abduction:  Form a hypothesis based on aspects of similar cases.

But the proof procedures of predicate calculus are not consistent 
with the evidence from psychology and neuroscience.
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“A Moving Picture of Thought”

A brilliant discovery by Charles Sanders Peirce:
● In 1885, Peirce published the algebraic notation for predicate calculus.
● In 1897, he invented existential graphs (EGs) as an equivalent notation.
● EG logic has no variables, no substitutions, and no transformations.
● Peirce claimed that EG rules generate “a moving picture of thought.” 
● The psychologist Philip Johnson-Laird (2002) agreed:  EGs with Peirce’s   
  rules of inference are a good candidate for a realistic neural model.

Extensions to Lamb’s networks for representing EGs:
● A mechanism for treating any graph or subgraph as a single chunk.
● Inhibitory links for negating any chunk.
● Graphs with negated chunks can represent full first-order logic.

Neural mechanisms for supporting Peirce’s rules of inference:
● Analogies for matching graphs and subgraphs.
● Some mechanism for inserting, erasing, or inhibiting links and chunks.
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A Cognitive Architecture

Based on Peirce’s cycle of pragmatism with analogy as default:
● Induction, abduction, and deduction are special cases of analogy.
● The cycle is traversed at every level of size and duration. 
● Milliseconds:  Boyd’s OODA loop (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act).
● Seconds to minutes:  Routine analysis, planning, and problem solving.
● Days to years:  Complex studies, exploration, and research.

Societies of distributed, heterogeneous agents:
● Asynchronous message passing for control and communication.
● Conceptual graphs for the general knowledge representation.
● Language understanding as a knowledge-based perceptual process.
● Analogies for rapidly accessing high volumes of knowledge of any kind.

Learning occurs at every step of every cycle:
● Perception and reasoning generate new conceptual graphs (CGs).
● Analogies assimilate the CGs into Cognitive Memory™ for future use.
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Symbols, Chunks, and Serial Order

Zoosemiotics:  All animals recognize and respond to signs.
● Icons (images), indexes (links), symbols (habits and associations).
● Objection:  a “homunculus” would be needed to decode symbols.
● Yet antibodies (immunoglobulins) store huge amounts of information.
● Hypothesis:  electrical excitations might be “compiled” into “memory        
  globulins” and be distributed at multiple locations.
● Other hypotheses could support similar effects.

Chunks, maps, groups, schemata, and hierarchies.
● Tolman (1948):  “Cognitive maps in rats and men.”
● Perceptual and behavioral patterns form chunks of arbitrary size.
● Miller (1956):  Short-term memory holds about seven chunks.

Time-dependent serial order in all animal behavior.
● Order in walking, flying, hunting, feeding, courting, and nest building.
● Lashley (1951):  Action schemata instead of stimulus-response chains.
● Rhythm seems to be controlled by LH and melody by RH, but neural       
  mechanisms and interconnections are poorly understood.
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Integration

High-level integration amid low-level diversity: 
●  A huge diversity of distributed neural mechanisms and functions.
● But they somehow work together to support an integrated personality.

No sharp distinction between emotion and cognition:
● Words in LH and intonation in RH are integrated in speech.
● Speech in a monotone is much harder to understand.
● A great actor is able to integrate and express emotional, cognitive, and      
 multiple sensorimotor aspects in a great performance. 

Society of heterogeneous agents in VCA: 
● Concurrent, asynchronous message passing.
● Messages can be directed, broadcast, or associatively accessed.
● Hierarchies of agents that act as managers, employees, or colleagues.
● A top-level agent can act like the conductor of a symphony.
● The conductor has an integrated “conscious” vision of the whole.
● But agents behind the scene provide “unconscious” support.
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A Hierarchy of Agents for NLP

The CEO determines the goals and allocates resources to VPs.

Managers and employees are rewarded with resources (space and 
computer time) depending on how well they meet the goals.

Agents at all levels work in parallel and communicate by passing 
messages up, down, and across the hierarchy.
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VivoMind Language Processor

Ideas that influenced the VivoMind implementation:

 1. Generate a dependency graph with a Link Grammar.
Sleator, Daniel, & Davy Temperley (1993) Parsing English with a link grammar,
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/link/pub/www/papers/ps/LG-IWPT93.ps

 2. Enable multiple agents to collaborate during the analysis.
Hahn, Udo, Susanne Schacht, & Norbert Bröker (1994) Concurrent natural language parsing,
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.50.9457

 3. Let semantic agents contribute background knowledge.
Bröker, Norbert (1999) Eine Dependenzgrammatik zur Kopplung heterogener                            
Wissensquellen,  http://elib.uni-stuttgart.de/opus/volltexte/1999/398/pdf/398_1.pdf

 4. Use a voting scheme to evaluate conflicting options.
Zeman, Daniel, & Zdenek Žabokrtský (2005) Improving parsing accuracy by combining
diverse dependency parsers,  http://www.aclweb.org/anthology-new/W/W05/W05-1518.pdf 

For applications, see http://jfsowa.com/talks/cogmem.pdf  

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/link/pub/www/papers/ps/LG-IWPT93.ps
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.50.9457
http://elib.uni-stuttgart.de/opus/volltexte/1999/398/pdf/398_1.pdf
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology-new/W/W05/W05-1518.pdf
http://jfsowa.com/talks/cogmem.pdf
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 Knowledge and Discovery

Many theories capture important aspects of cognition: 
● AI methods support formal deduction and computation.
● Embodied theories emphasize the dependence of mind on body.
● Dual coding theories relate the symbolic and embodied methods.
● The cerebellum supports virtual reality as a foundation for cognition.
● Artificial neural networks are valuable for pattern recognition.
● Cognitive linguistics relates language to all of the above.
● Biosemiotics emphasizes the continuity from bacteria to humans.
● Philosophers have analyzed and debated these issues for millennia.

Peirce’s semiotic relates and integrates everything: 
● Signs are the basis for all aspects of perception, action, reasoning,         
  and communication by all living things.
● His research in logic, philosophy, science, mathematics, lexicography,   
  psychology, and early computing devices gave him the insights. *

* See http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/csp21st.pdf

http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/csp21st.pdf
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Conclusion

Observation by Immanuel Kant:
Socrates said he was the midwife to his listeners, i.e., he made    
them reflect better concerning that which they already knew, and 
become better conscious of it.  If we always knew what we know, 
namely, in the use of certain words and concepts that are so 
subtle in application, we would be astonished at the treasures 
contained in our knowledge...

Platonic or Socratic questions drag out of the other person’s 
cognitions what lay within them, in that one brings the other to 
consciousness of what he actually thought.

                                                                             From his Vienna Logic

We need tools that can play the role of Socrates.

They could help us discover the implicit knowledge in 
data from any source, especially the WWW.
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Readings and References

Readings about the VivoMind Cognitive Architecture:
Slides that illustrate applications:  http://www.jfsowa.com/talks/pursue.pdf 

Majumdar, Arun K., John F. Sowa, & John Stewart (2008) Pursuing the goal of language understanding,  
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